DCTC-20-Security & Video Surveillance Upgrade Project

ADDENDUM #2

May 5, 2021

A. The first addendum posted mentions the reason for an architect is to evaluate door hardware options. However the scope of this RFP is video surveillance replacement and makes no mention of access control. Can you clarify this?

*We apologize about the confusion around the role of the Architect on the project. After reviewing this question further with the Owner team, we determined that this project is 100% cameras and security upgrades, including related computer and computer software integration. The campus is separately planning to make updates to some door hardware as part of a separate project. The two are not thought to be related. For the purposes of this RFP, we recommend removing the Architect from the team, unless the engineer prefers to have an Architect act as project manager. Base the scope 100% on electrical and low voltage and security equipment. If it is determined mid-way through the design, that an architect is needed, they will be added to the team through a contract amendment.*

*If this doesn’t completely answer your questions; the time has passed to issue additional clarifications and no further addendums will be issued.*

B. Is it in the scope to create a new room for the additional viewing stations with large monitors or will these be added to an existing space?

*No, the new computer equipment can be housed in an existing space on the campus.*